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The study of imperfecta on s in several crystals of silicon was 
conducted by the x-ray and density method. The following results were 
obtained for the lattice parameter at 2f>°C (with a confidence limit of
5<$)s
o
*26 39 5*1*3083 + 0.00002 A 
crushed powders . 0
a26 « 5.1*3079 ♦ 0.00003 A
unetched crystal 0
fragment ŝ 5 «= £.1*3028 + 0.00002 A
etched crystal 0
fragment * £.1*3030 ± C.G0002 A
diamond sawed and 0
etched crystal ag6 - £ .1*301*1* + 0.0X02 A,
-6
The expansion coefficient was on an average 2*7 x 10 per °C,
The density of the three types of crystals was measured and 
reduced to 2£°C.
/ 3unetched fragment d26 * 2.32870 ± 0.00001* g/cm 
etched fragment dg5 * 2*32910 + 0.00005; 
diamond sawed and
etched crystal d25 * 2*32890 £ 0.0X07
The actual number of atoms per unit cell, n’, given by the equation 
n* - vdN0 / A,
was calculated, and it was found: 
for the unetched fragment, n* * 7.9971 ♦ C.X07> 
for the etched fragment, n* s 7*9985 ± 0*0006, 
for the diamond sawed
and etched crystal n* 7.9986 + C,CX9.
In all cases, n> was significantly lower than the theoretical num­
ber of atoms per unit cell, n * 3. Therefore, in the lattice of silicon,
3
there is an excess of vacant sites over interstitial atoms, 
perfect lattice, n* would approach 8 as a limiting value*
For a
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I INTRODUCTICSf
(1)
The x-ray and density method provides the possibility
'(2,3,!*)
for determining imperfections in crystals • It is based
on the relationship
n9 =* vdN0/A (1)
where n* is the actual number of atoms or molecules of the substance 
per unit cell,
v is the volume of the cell (in the particular case of a cubic crystal
3
v * a , a being the lattice parameter of the crystal), 
d is the density of the substance, at the same temperature at which 
v is measured,
N0 is Avogadro’s number, and
A is the atomic or molecular weight of the substance«
n* can then be compared with the theoretical number of atoms 
per unit cell n, which follows from the geometry of the respective 
lattice, and is always an integer* This comparison permits one to 
determine whether there are vacant sites or interstitial atoms in 
excess in the crystals if n* is smaller than n, there are vacant 
sites; if n9 is larger than n, there are interstitial atoms in excess 
in the lattice; for a perfectly sound or ideal crystal, n* agrees with 
n within the error limits*
A dislocation free silicon crystal, obtained from Dr* 7/.
Co Dash, General Electric Company, was chosen as an example for 
soundness determination of a crystalline substance. Two sets of 
measurements were performed vdth this crystal: the first involved 
measurements of powder samples obtained by crushing fragments of the 
single crystal; the lattice was, therefore, distorted, strained, and
8
full of dislocations; the second involved measurements on small single 
crystals, broken or cut from the main crystalj as the defarmed sur­
face was etched down, it is assumed that the core was crack and 
dislocation free*
Of the four quantities of equation (1), only two have to be
9
measured: the lattice parameter and the density* Avogadro s number
(5 )
is already known , and the atomic weight of silicon is known
(5)
with high precision from massr spectroscopic data »
As silicon has a diamond structure, the theoretical nurfcer
9
of atoms per unit cell* n, is equal to 8* The calculated n is thus 
compared with n and conclusions as to the soundness of silicon are 
drawn0
II REVIEW CF LITERATURE
Silicon is cubic, and its lattice parameter and linear 
expansion coefficient have been determined by many investigators*
A selection of the results obtained is given in Table I. While 
the lattice parameter is known to a high degree of precision, the 
expansion coefficient shows great variations* However, the tem- 
perature at which the lattice constant was measured is rarely 
mentioned* It is of great importance in precision lattice constant 
measurements to know the temperature, because there is no way
to eliminate errors due to an inexact knowledge of the temperature*
o
An increase of 1 C in the temperature increases the lattice
o
parameter of silicon by about 0*00002 A* This is the order of 
magnitude of the reproducibility of the measurements* Therefore, 
the temperature control should be much better than
+ rc.
The literature is meager concerning precise macroscopic 
density measurements* Very often, authors calculate the density 
from the lattice parameter data, using equation (1 ) (this is the 
x-ray density), thus neglecting the effect of imperfections* A 
few macroscopic density data are given in Table Io
10
TABLE I
Some lattice parameter, expansion coefficient and density data on 
silicon chosen from the literature.
Author Tear Temp* in *C a in A V x  10 /*c d
Van Arkel (7) 1928 - 5.1(29
Jette and 
Foote 1935 25 5.1(307
(9)Nevrburger 1935 20 5.1(282
(10)Fizeau 1869 h0 7.63





and Aka ' ' 1952 25 5.1(3097 U.15 2.32831
Swanson (1 3 ) 
and Fuyat V 1953 26 5.1(301
Straumanis v 
and James v I960 25 5.1(301(1
Kinzel and /^\ 
Cunningham 191(0 20 2.335
Ssiakula 1955 25 2.32902
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III EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A« Preparation of the samples* 
lo The silicon crystal
The pure Si crystal used was free from dislocations, accord-
(17,18)
ing to Dr. Dash, and was grown by the following method • The
starting material was high purity zone refined silicon. The crystal 
was drawn from the melt contained in a quarts crucible, by the 
Czochralsky technique (Fig* 1): a seed was lowered into the silicon 
melt, and then withdrawn, while rotating (about 10 r.p.m*), at a 
rate of about 2 ram. per minute in an argon atmosphere©
F ig . 1. Schematic diagram of quartz crucible furnace. The lower 
chamber is insulated with quartz wool. Both upper and lower 
chambers contain an argon atmosphere. The arrow in the inset 
indicates a “ meltback”  made from the lower end of a bar of silicon 
suspended in the furnace.
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The silicon crystal obtained 7)as, according to Dr* Dash, very pure*
The major impurities were probably carbon and oxygen, none of which
-7
had a concentration greater than 10 (in atom fracta.on)* No chemical
analysis was available because the usual techniques are inefficient
for detecting impurities in semi- conductor grade silicon* Etching
(18)
and copper decoration techniques revealed that several crystals 
growfc in the same way were free from dislocations*
The crystal, studied in the present investigation, will be 
called Crystal A* It was about 2 cm* long, and weighed approximately 
1 g* From this crystal., samples were taken for x-ray mounts and 
density measurements*
2* Sample mounts for x-ray patterns 
a* The powder mounts
An end of Crystal A was broken, and crushed to a fine powder 
in a mortar* It is assumed that this process introduced dislocations
(19)
and ndcrocracks into the grains of the powder * Two such powder 
samples I and II were used for the lattice constant determinations*
The powder was mounted onto a hair of Lindemaim glass with a diameter 
of about 0*1 mm*
b* The samples for rotation crystal photographs
i* A multitude of small crystal fragments were obtained 
by breaking an end of Crystal A with pliers* Some cf them were needle 
shaped, separated along particular crystallographic directions* An 
appropriate fragment (Crystal III) wa3 chosen for the studies*
ii* It was necessary however to remove the dislocations 
as well as the ndcrocracks which were formed near the surface -vtiile 
breaking Crystal A* Therefore, Crystal III was etched by using a
13
Fig. 3
Crystal cutter equipped 
with a diamond saw blade.
mixture of one part of pure HF and three parts of pure HN03*
The etched fragment was now designated as Crystal IV*
iii* Finally, crystal fragments were obtained as(18)
follo7;s : several leaflets (Fig. 2) were cut approximately 
parallel to the 111 plane from Crystal A by means of a diamond 
saw blade (Fig* 3)*
(1 8 )
JUN • 60
F ig . 2. Pulled crystal before and after sectioning 
to determine dislocation content.
These slices Tfere cylindrically shaped with a diameter of 
about k ranu and a thickness of about 0«5> nm«
Then a slice was cut again perpendicularly to the surface 
into roughly rectangular bars* One of them had the dimensions 
of about 0*5 mm X 0«5 mm X 1; mm and /dll be referred to as Bar B« 
It was assumed that this procedure would introduce a mini­
mum of cracks and dislocations into the bars* In order to remove 
the few remaining imperfections from the surface, the Bar B was 
etched down to 0.07 X 2 mm*, and designated as Crystal V*
3 a Samples for density determination
The following samples were used for density determina­
tion:
- h crystals of type H I ,  called IIIa , I H b , IIIc, and IIId
- 2 etched crystals of type IV, called IVa and IVb
- Bar B very slightly etched (B*)
- A deeply etched bar, similar to Crystal V, but of larger 
size (Vd)*
Attempts to make density determinations with a powder by 
the suspension method proved unsuccessful, because a small 
particle has a relatively large surface compared to its weight, 
and its movements in a heavy liquid are very slow, which de­
creases the precision of the determination*
B* X-rav determination of the lattice parameter 
1* Principle of the method
The asymmetric method, worked out for a powder sample as
(20, 21)
well as for a single crystal, was used a The lattice para*
meter a of a cubic substance is given by the relationship
15
a - \ V h 2 ♦ k2 + 12 / 2 sin © (2),
V being the wavelength. Cu radiation ( \ * 1«^37 395 kX#) 
was used, h, k and 1 are the indices of the crystallographic 
plane set diffracting the wavelength under the Bragg angle 
©«
The angle U 0 ($ “ 90* - ©) was measured in ram. on the film 
with a comparator and converted into degrees using a factor which 
wa3 calculated from the circumference of the film. The circumference 
of the film was calculated from the same measurements, as shown on
page 2 1.
2 . Film indexing
A graphical indexing procedure
( 22)
, based on the relation­
ship
2
2 sin © * 1  - cos 2 ©
was used# The 2 © angles, calculated from the distances between 
corresponding lines, were plotted on the circle of reflection, and 
the intersections with the circle projected on the diameter (Fig# U)«
Fig. U
Graphical indexing of the lines of a silicon film
16
From the missing reflections it can be seen that silicon has the
diamond structure, and that the last line originates from the plane 
2 2 2
UI4I4 (h + k + 1  “ U8)« From equation (2) a can be calculated after
inserting the respective values for \  and \/h2 ♦ k2 + l2 » V  i-j-8 :
a - 5*325692 / sin G kX* (3)
3« Apparatus
The apparatus used for lattice parameter determination at
(23, 2h)
constant temperatures was described by Aka in 1950
( 21)
Reference should also be made to Straumanis * In order to 
determine the expansion coefficient, several exposures were made with 
each sample, at regular increments of 10° between 11°C and 6l*C«
+
The temperature during the exposure was kept constant to within - 0#05 C« 
It was assumed that silicon has a constant expansion coefficient 
between 11*C and 6l°C# In fact, it seems doubtful that the concen­
tration of dislocations may change so much due to a small temperature 
alteration (3>0°) as to affect significantly the expansion coefficient#
In order to shield the film from fluorescent radiation which 
produces a dark background on the powder photographs, a thin aluminum 
foil was inserted into the camera* Powder sample exposures lasted 1 
to 2 hours, while rotation-crystal photographs lasted V~> to 30 minutes 
(Fig.S)
On rotation-crystal photographs, the reflections have to be 
exactly on the center line of the pattern in order to measure the 
)|)|)j reflection precisely# This was achieved by slightly changing the
(25)
orientation of the crystal mounted cn a small goniometer head , 
until the reflection fell on the central line#
17




Powder (a) and rotation crystal (b) x-ray patterns— Cu radiation*
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U» Corrections
The main causes of systematic errors were eliminated by the
(6, 26)
use of the asymmetric method * No correction for film shrinkage
had to be made, assuming that the film shrank evenly over all its 
length, because the circumference of the film was determined directly 
from the positions of the lines measured. The corrections which will 
have some significance are those due to absorbtion and refraction* 
a* Absorption
The error due to absorption was minimized by reducing
the diameter of the sample: very thin crystals (0*1 to 0*2 mm*) were
used for rotation-crystal photographs and the Si powder was mounted
on a hair of Lindemann glass with a 0*1 mm* diameter, so that the
total diameter of the mount was below 0*2 mm* With such thin samples,
and the high Bragg angle of the hbh interference (© «* 80°), the
(28)
absorption correction involves only the fifth decimal place , and 
was neglected*
b* Refraction
In the case of a single crystal, Bragg’s law needs
(30)
to be corrected for refraction , becoming
n \ ■ 2d (1 - ci/sin Q) Sin 0 (k)
where () is the correction for the refractive index* From (U), equa­
tion (5) can be derived
0  2
ao corrected * ao observed (^ + ^//Stn 6 (5 )
N ■ 2
when G approaches 90°, sin G ---► 1  and equation (5) becomes
ao corrected" ao obser\»-ed ♦  f t (6).
In the case of the 1*1)U line of silicon for CuK^ radiation, 9 ^  8 0 %  and
sin 9 - 0.97 • 1.
(7)
u is given by the relationship 
N e2 X2 / 2 “VT me2 
e and m are the charge and mass or the electron, c is the velocity 
of light, and N is the number of electrons per cubic centimeter of 
refracting material, In the case of silicon,
N - N0 Zd / A - 6.02U X 10 X lh X 2,329 / 28,09 * 6,99 10 ,
Thus from equation (7)
-6 O
ho X 10 A.
, cT- 7.
“ 6
53 10 , and the correction is
In the case of a powder, the reflection may be asymmetric and
the preceding formulae cannot be applied rigorously. However, Wilson
proved that equation (6) can be applied as a first approximation. The
-6 o
same correction i|0 X 10 A was thus added to the lattice parameter, 
5« Line measurements on the comparator
The technique of the measurement of each line is discussed
(25, 32)
in the literature : the positions of the lines were read on
a comparator, superposing the cross-hair of the microscope, with the 
peak intensity of the line,
(23)
Although the comparator , a very precise instrument, per­
mitted readings up to + 0*0002 mm,, its power could not be used fully 
because of the comparative broadness of the lines: when a line was 
measured several times, the reproducibility of the measurements was 
only about 0,02 mm. This is probably the main source of random 
errors in lattice parameter determination by the asymaetric method.
In order to minimize them, the problem of line measurement shall be 
analysed in detail,
(21)
a. Technique of film measurement in the case of
silicon
. The film is laid out flat between the 2 glass plates of the 
comparator. As the measurements have to be made on the center of the 
lines of the films, the equator must first be found. This can be 
achieved using the angular and parallel screws of the comparator.
The distance between the zero point of the scale of the com­
parator and each of the lines is measured in mm. four or six 
corresponding rings of 2 or 3 lines, located symmetrically on either 
side of the point of exit (front reflection) or of the point of entry 












H 5 5 K
m *  i
Fig. 6 Simplified powder pattern of silicon
The two best lines of the front reflection region and the IU4I* 
line of the back reflection region had to be measured* It is evident 
that the film circumference is
C - 2(b - a) (8).
According to the geometry of reflection, b is the average 
between X* and X2 : 2b * Xx + X2*
Similarly, a is the average between Yx and Y2 and between Y£ 
and y |$ one can thus write
2a » [(fi + Ys ) ♦ (y J + Y3 )] / 2 (9).
Eliminating b and a in equation (8), the circumference, C, 
can thus easily be computed*
The angle U 0 (0 m 90° - ©) which is the most important in 
the lattice constant determination is measured first in millimeters 
as Urf * Xz *- X x .
The angle 1* 0 can be converted to degrees by the equation 
U 0 - 360 (X2 - Xx) / D (10).
From the cosine of the angle $, the lattice parameter can be 
calculated according to equation (2)*
b* An example (film 1332)
Front Reflection Back Reflection
Y2 = 70.069 Y2 ■ 68*£l8 X2 - 166.123
Yi - 38.U86 - to.0U3 X, - 1L2.UL6
Sum 108•£££ Yx+ Y2 “108.661 2b - Xf X2 « 308.539
2a * 10 8. £58
Circumference C - 199.981
U $ in mm * 23«707
0 in degrees * 10*6692
cos <t> * sin G * 0*9827126 
a in kX » 5.U19379
a in A° - S.U30327
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c* Number of measurements
In order to minimise the random errors due to an 
inaccurate reading of a line, the lines have to be measured several times* 
The question arises as to how many times the front and how many times the 
back reflection lines must be measured* One school proposes measuring 
all the lines the same number of times, and from the difference between 
two corresponding hkl lines, finding the © or $ angle* Then the para­
meters a . calculated from each hkl line are plotted against 
a 2 03 )
1/2 (oos © / © + cos ©/sin ©) in order to extrapolate a to a value
of © * 90* (absorption correction), which is thought to be the real value 
of a*
But this procedure takes about 8 hours for each film* In the 
case of small radius (6U mm*) cameras, the exposures last only from 
15  minutes to 2 hours (cf* p 16), and the precision can be improved 
by making several exposures and measuring only the important lines 
(see Fig* 6) on each film, the measurement of one film lasting about 
30 minutes*
The most important lines are the iiUU back reflection lines, 
because they are used in the determination of i; $ in mm* These 
lines need to be measured with higher precision (i*e*, larger number 
of times) than the front reflection lines* The following problem 
was thus studied: assuming that in the case of a silicon crystal,
1;0 measurements on each film shall be made (this takes about 30 minutes), 
how many times should the UhL> lines be measured, and how many times 
the front reflection lines? To simplify the problem, it shall be 
assumed that only two symmetrically located front reflection lines, 
and Ya are measured plus the two l\Uh back reflection lines, X* 
and Xa (see Fig* 6)* The lines X* and Xa are symmetrical and must be
23
measured the same number of times, n« Y x and Y2 will then be measured 
p times each# Thus 2n + 2p * 1*0#
The average of n measurements of xj, Xj,, is given by the 
relationship
-  n i
Xi - z. Xi / n.
i-l
In the same manner,
n . —  p . _  p
X2 - ZX2 / n, Yx- T. Yi/p, Y2 - ^  /p.
i*i i*i i*i
The circumference of the film is then taken to be
G “ (Xx + X2 ) - (Yx + ?,).
The difference between the two lines is D * X8 - Xi» From equation 
(9), the angle $ is proportional to F, given by
F -(xa - Xx) /[(Xx+ X2) - (Yj. ♦ Ya )] (1 1 ).
But,
D * X2 - Xx 23*7 mm 
C - (Xx ♦ Xa ) - (Yx + fa ) ^  200. mm 
Another necessary assumption, in order to simplify the problem, 
is that on the comparator the measurement of a Y line is of the same 
degree of precision as that of an X line* ± 0#C1 ram* In fact, in all 
the actual measurements, the back reflection lines were much thicker 
than the measured front reflection lines# Thus the scatter of the 
measurements of the (sharp) front reflection lines was smaller than 
the scatter of the measurements of the back reflection lines# There­
fore, the following result will have to be shifted to a still larger 
value of n and a smaller value of p#
The real value of (for example) X x being xj, theoretical 
considerations show that the measured X^ are distributed in a 
manner shown graphically in Fig* 7«
Should one now take n » 10 and p * 10 or n ■ 12 and p * 8, 
or n * 15 and p * 5> or some other combination? That is, it is 
desired to determine what choice of n and p should be made so that 
the measured value of F will be closest to the actual value of F* 
This is a problem of a statistical nature*
Attempts were made to solve the problem by assuming that 
the distributions of X*, Xg, y J, and Yg around their real values 
were either normal distributions, or step function distributions* 
However, the complicated equations obtained in both cases 
discouraged further research*
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Another approach was tried, assuming step function distributions 
i i i ifor Xx, X2 , Y x and Y2 , and using a digital computer (Royal McBee 
LGP-30)* A program was written for the 3tudy of a statistical function 
F - (X2 - X x) / [ (Xx + X2 ) - (Yx + Ta )] 
by the computer• X£, Xf, Yj, and Y2 were taken from actual film
measurements (film 13 3 2):
xj is chosen at random between 11*2*1*06 and 11*2*1*26 (x£ * 1 1*2*1*16 )
X2 is chosen at random between 166*113 and 166*133 (X2 * 166*123)
Y x is chosen at random between 38#li76 and 38*1*96 (Yj * 38*1*86)
Y 2 is chosen at random between 70*059 and 70*079 (y | * 70*069)
Xx and X 2 are measured n times each, Yj, and Y2 p times each and
F* - (Xx - X2 ) / [(Xj. + X2 ) - (?x + ?2)]
is computed* q functions are computed in the same way* The
average q
F - F. / q
i-i 1
is calculated and the variance
v - A  (F - Fj) / (q - 1 ) (1 2 ),
i-x
is computed* If q is large enough, the figure found for the variance 
is significant! in this study it was chosen to be 50*
One can repeat the same program for several values for n 
(and p, as p * 20 - n) and draw the curve v (variance) versus n*
For a small value of n, for instance n smaller than the
scatter of Xx and X2 is large and therefore v as defined by equation 
(12) is larger for n approaching 20, the scatter of Yi and Y2 is 
large, and v is again large* It may be expected that v becomes a 
minimum for value of n between 0 and 20*
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The following results were thus obtained:
n * IS, p * s v -
-lO
1.19 x 10
n » 16 , P “ h V “
-lO
1.17 x 10
n ** n , P * 3 v *
-10
lo2l x 10
v becomes a minimum for n » 16 , and p - l*.
This result may look surprising, as it means that the line on 
the front reflection should be measured only U times* But this can 
be understood if one considers that an error in X x or X2 has an in­
fluence on X2 - X^ (^23*7 mm) which is a very small distance, while 
the same error on Yx or Y 2 has an influence on the much longer 
distance C (■"200 mm)*
However, in the front reflection region, instead of measuring 
the two rings of one line Y x Y 2 four times each, the accuracy can be 
increased by measuring each of the four rings of two lines twice:
Yx and Y2 and Y{ Y2 .
The result shows that one should measure the four rings of the 
two best lines of the front reflection region twice each and the two
i
rings of the )|Mt back reflection line about 1 5> times each, in order to 
have the greatest precision with thatnumber of measurements*
The same method can be applied to all x-ray patterns obtained 
for different cubic materials by the asymmetric method: only the 
values of n, p, x£, Xg, Y£ and Yj have to be changed* One can thus 
find very readily the optimum ratio of front reflection measurements 
versus back reflection measurements. The smaller the angle U 0 
will be, i*e«, the nearer 90* the angle 9, the less important it will 
be to measure the front feflection lines accurately: the error
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A ( X 2 - Xx) will affect a small quantity X2 - X x and will affect the 
function F much more than the error in the denominator*
It is believed that before starting a long series of film 
measurements for a lattice parameter determination of a cubic crystal, 
one should have an idea of the optimum n and p to use, not only to 
reduce time in measuring front reflection lines, but more important, 
to obtain the maximum precision using a fixed number of measurements*
C* Density determination
1. The method
The suspension Method oermits one to measure the density of
(3li, 35)
a substance with a high degree of precision « A small piece
of the substance is immersed in a liquid of the same density, and the
(36)
density of the liqtdLd is measured * In order to obtain a liquid 
of approximately the same density as the silicon crystals, two heavy 
liquids, tetrabromethane and bromobenzene, were mixed together. As 
the expansion coefficient of the liquid was much larger than that of 
silicon, an adjustment of temperature in a thermostat was used to reach
the point of suspension* This was done in a pycnometer of a special
(36)
design , and of known volume* The density of the liquid at the 
suspension temperature was easily computed from its weight.
2. Calibration of the pycnometer (No* 3)
The volume of the pycnometer was measured at 25>*C, 30*C, 
3*>°C, and UO°C: it was weighed empty and filled with doubly distilled 
and deaerated water, the density of which was known* The results 
obtained were plotted against the temperature (Fig* 8)
Temp* in °C 2£*0 30*0 35*0 UO.O








Assumingi the expansion coefficient to be constant between 25*C
and bO°C9 a straight lin e  rras drawn through these points.
i j > i____ i____ I__ _ _ ___ i____i---- 1---- 1---- *---- 1---- «---- 1---- L
25 30 35 1*0
Figure 9
Volume of the pycnometer between 25*0 and 1*0*C
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3* Reductions to vacuum and to 25>°C
a. Reduction of the weighings to vacuum.
All the weighings had to be reduced to vacuum. The 
weight of the displaced air W is
Si
Wa - wm x (l/ds - l/d*) x 1.293/1000 X 273/T x p/760 (13)
where Km is the weight,
is the density of the brass weights, equal to 8.1;, and 
d3 the density of the substanceo In the case of water, dg was taken 
equal to 1 .0, and for the heavy liquid, dg was assumed to be 
2.33 (density of the silicon).
The temperature T and the pressure P were approximately constant for 
all weighings: T * 23>#C * 298#K, P 7^0 mm. Wn was also regarded
as a constant, in the case of water (Wm i;.12 ) and in the case of the 
heavy liquid (W 9*66). Ihe following corrections were then calcur- 
lated from equation (13 ),for water:
^corrected * ^measured + 0.CCl*2 g* (1 U)>
and for the heavy liquid:
'corrected * ^measured + 0.0033> go (15)«
b. Density reduction to 25°C
As the suspension temperature was generally different 
from 25°C, all the densities had to be reduced to 2f>#C. For this pur­
pose, the cubical expansion coefficient of silicon crystals 
computed by multiplying the linear expansion coefficient by 3 «
The equation for reduction is thus:
% * c  ■ dt *c f1 + 3 * (t “ 25)]* (16>
If 0( equals 2.9 X 10 /°C, (average for the 3 crystals III, IV, and
and V) and d^ is of the order of 2*3# equation (16) becomes 
d2S ■ dt + 2.0 X 10-B X (t - 25) 0-7).
IV  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A« Lattice parameters and expansion coefficients of silicon.
The value of the lattice parameter for a temperature of 25>*C
and the expansion coefficient were calculated from the experimental
(37)
data by the method of least squares 0
In order to conform to conventional notations, the temperature
will be called X and the lattice parameter Y in the following equations
If n lattice parameters are determined at the temperatures X.
_ n
and if the average of the X. is X * 51 X. / n and the average of the 
_ n - ici
Y. is Y * 2L Y. /n, the equation of the regression line is 
1 i«i i
Y - Y = b (X - X) (18)
where the regression coefficient b is given by the relationship
n  -  «. -  2
b * f  (Xt - X) (Yt - Y) /2(Xi - X) (1 ?)‘
A
If Y. - Y + b (X. - X) (20),
the standard erroraf estimate, sff, is defined as
« ! - r  (Y-r)'ya -z(21)
* i-1 1 3
the standard error of the regression coefficient is s^, so that
2 2  n __ __ 2
/ n  (X, - X) (22).
i-iSb * SE
A 100 per cent confidence interval (L^, La) for the regression 
coefficient will thus be 
Lx » b - t
•<', (n-2) X ®b
b + t , x ^ (23)
where t
K , (n-2)
refers to the percentage point of the Student-t
(n-2)
distribution, and is easily found in tables*
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The expansion coefficient can readily be computed by dividing 
the regression coefficient b by Y
* ' b / 7 ± t  «,(n-2) 7 * ( 2 W -
The value of the lattice parameter for X0 ■ 25*C is
ass * *o ' T + b (X0 - X) (25).
The 100d( % confidence interval (Mx, Ma) for the lattice parameter a26 
at 25*C is
f Mi * X + b(Xo - X) - t <An_2) *z\/ l/n (X° - ̂  ^  (Xi "
/m2 - Y + b(X0 - X) + t
( 2 6 )
— 2
s.\ / l/n (X0 - X) / Z  (X. - X)
i»i 1o(y (n-2) E
Except when indicated otherwise, all the following results will 
be given with a $0% confidence liirit* A complete example of calculations 
is given for Crystal III*
Example
Determination of the lattice parameter of Crystal III 
(See also Table II and Fig* 9)
— n
The average of the is X - X / n * 36*C*
i-i 1
- n .
The average of the Y. is Y* ^  Y. / n * 5*>li30lt08«
1 i*i 1
From equation (19), b * 53^75/3500 * 15
From equation (21), ŝ, * 83159/10 * 8316, Sg * 91«2*
From equation (22), sj * 8316/3500 * 2*376*b
*0.50, 10 X "b " °*700 x u S b  * 1*08-
Therefore, from equation (23), b * 15*U ± lol.
Thus the expansion coefficient 0( follows from equation (2ii)j
o(~ (2*8ii ± 0*20) x lo’ 6 / °C, or (2*3 ± 0*2) x 10 V  °C.
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TABLE II




i (Y^Y) in A  x 10
11 5-U29930 - 1,78
11 5 *1130010 - 398
21 5«ii30288 -  120
21 5.1,30120 - 288
31 5*ii30l*06 — 002
31 5-U3CU70 + 062
ill 5.1*30517 + 109
ill 5.1*30327 - C8l
51 5.U306U1 + 233
51 5.1*30571 + 163
61 5*1*30773 ♦ 365
61m 5 *13081*6 1*699 + 1*38
X±-X (X.-X)(Yi-Y) (Xj-X
- 25 + 11950 
+ 9950
625
- 15 + 1800 
+ 1*320
225
- 5 + 10 
* 310
25
+ 5 + 5U5
- 1*05
25
+ 15 + 31*95 
+ 21*1*5
225























+ 231 5.1*30639 +002—068 1*1*621*






Lattice parameter of Crystal III 
(not corrected for reflection)
Prediction interval for a temperature X0 * 2£*C 
b(X0 - X) - 15,1* X (25 - 36) - -169 
and from equation (25) Y0 = 5,1*30239 
and for this case,
l/n + (X0 - X)2 / Z-(X± - I)* - 1/12 * 121/3500 « 0.31*3
t0^ 0 10 X SE X * 0*700 x 91*2 x 0.3l*3 ** 22.
-6 O
Therefore, from equation (26), Y0 * » £.1*30239 i 22 x 10 A
is found.
-e
Adding to this value the refraction correction 1*0 x 10 (see p* 19)
o
a26 “ £*1*3028 ♦ 0*00002 A. is obtained,.
The lattice parameters and expansion coefficients found for the 
powder samples I and II, and the Crystals IV and V were calculated in the 
same manner (see appendix p.6 6)* An extract of these results is given 
as Table III.
TABLE III
Lattice parameters at 2£°C and expansion coefficients between 11* and 
6l#C of £ silicon samples (corrected for refraction)*
0
aas in A flfx 10  / *c
Powder I £ • 1*3083 ± 0*00002 2 .1  0 .2
Powder II £*1*3079 t 0*00003 2 .8  + 0 .2
Crystal III £ .1*3028 ± 0*00002 2 .8  ± 0 .2
Crystal IV £•1*3030 + 0.00003 3 «U i 0 .3
Crystal V £ • 1*301*8 + 0.00002 2 .5  ± 0 .2
A plot of these data is shown as Fig* 10*
35
— 1------ ----I______ ____I_____,_____I_____._____I-----.-----L10 15 20 2 5 30 35 ho h5 50 55 60
Figure 10
Lattice parameters (not corrected for refraction) of five 3arcples 
of silicon between 11 and 61*0
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Reproducibility
The 50% confidence limit mentioned in Table III represents the 
precision or reproducibility, involving only the random errors. The 
50% confidence limit can readily be extended to a higher confidence 
limit, for example ?%%i the confidence interval has only to be multi­
plied by t / t . , . I n  the case of Crystal III,
0.05, (n-2) 0.50, (n-2)
t ^  / t - 2.228 / 0.700 - 3*186.
0.05, io 0.50, 10
Thus the confidence interval for the lattice parameter at 25°C and 
the expansion coefficient between 11 and 6l#C of Crystal 113 are as 
follows
o
a - 5*k3C23 ± 0.00007 A 
*  - (2.3 i 0.6) x 10 6 / *C.
However, this error calculation does not take into account the 
systematic errors, due, for example, to an erroneous value of wavelength. 
As it is very difficult to evaluate these systematic errors, it was 
assumed that a multiplicative factor of 3 on the uncertainty A a  would 
take care of them in the case of the lattice parameter and expansion 
coefficient.
B. Density determination
The weight of the heavy liquid is readily calculated by 
subtracting the weight of the empty pycnometer (which was frequently 
checked) from the weight of the pycnometer filled with heavy liquid, 
had to be corrected for vacuum, using equation (15)
T « Wcorrected 0 W, + C.OC35*
The density d at the temperature t is computed from the equation
Xj
dt * Wc 1 Vt <27>
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where V is the volume of the pycnometer at the temperature t, taken 
from the chart of Fig. 8* The correction of equation (17) must then be 
applied to in order to obtain the reduced density at 25*C, dg5«
Several runs (n runs) were made for each crystal# The average 
density .\ras calculated from the equation 
n
*26 Z  z /n
i«x i
thwhere Z. is the result found in the i run#
(for a 100Of % confidence) of Z has the limits
Z - t / s / \/n *,(n-l)
Na ■ Z + t . s / \/n
(n-1)
(28)
The confidence interval 
(37)
(29)
'.ihers t refers to the percentage point of the 3tudent-t distri-
V,(n-1)
but!on, and s is the standard deviation, given by the equation
n _ 2
s * 22 (z. — z) /(i - l)
i*=i 1
(30),
The density at 25®C, with a confidence of 5>0# is, therefore, 
given by the relationship
da- - Z + t s
~ 0.50, (n-1) Z




An example of the calculation is given in Table IV for Crystal
TABLE IV
Density determination of Crystal IV£L
Run number 1 2 3 h
Temperature 26.87 26.81 27.07 27.10
¥
f 18*3289 18.3289 18.3286 18.3281;
9*6627 9.6627 9.6621; 9.6622
Wc 9.6662 9.6662 9.6659 9.6657
vt 1; .15016 U.15015 li.15017 U.15017
dt 2.32911 2.32912 2.329C1; 2.32899
daB “ dt 0*00001; O.OCOOi; 0 #00001; O.OOOOU
dgB - Zi 2.32915 2.32916 2.32908 2.32903
Average Z = 2.32910
|Cvl1•H
M
♦ 5 + 6 - 2 - 7
(Zi - Zja 25 36 k W
According to equations (30) and (32),
8 n -  2 
S__ - Z. (Zi - z) /n (n - 1) * 
Z i«*
111^12 - 9.50.
Than t0.50, s - 0.765 X 3.083 Z
* 2.36.
Thus from equation (31)
d*5 - 2*32910 ± 0.00002
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The densities of 9 crystals have been measured (see appendix 
P *  7ii)* The results are summarized in Table V.
TABLE V
Densities reduced to 25° G 
(confidence limit $0%) of 9 Si crystals
Sample
Crystal III 







2,32871 + 0*00008 
2*32879 i 0 *0 0 0 0 8  
2*32870 + O.COCOlt 
2*32859 i 0.00009
2*32910 + 0*00002 
2*32911 ± 0.C0011
2*32870 + 0*00001
Crystal Vd 2*32890 ± 0.00002
Table V shows that the densities of several crystals of the same
type, such as III , in, , III and III,, show differences which exceed
the reproducibility of each measurement* Thus the crystals of a certain
type do not have quite identical properties# therefore, the densities
of several samples of the same type, e*g*, IIIa, IIIb, IIIC and IIId
were measured, and the average was taken as typical*
- 3
Crystal type III, dgg *= 2*32870 + 0 *00001* g/cm
, 3
Crystal type IV, dg5 - 2*32910 i 0*00005 g/cm
. 3
Crystal type V, dj|6 * 2*32890 ± 0*00007 g/cm
It should be noted that the differences between the densities of 
two different types of crystals are much larger than the differences 
between the densities of two crystals of the same type*
ko
Reproducibility
The same remarks for the densities are valid as given on p, 36 *
It must be noted that the reproducibility varies from one ciystal to 
another* This is partly due to the different sizes of the crystals: 
too small a crystal rises or sinks slowly in the test tube, which extends 
the time fcr measurements and makes them less precise* As a rule, the 
precision of the density determinations is not as good as that of the 
lattice parameter* In order to take care of the systematic errors, the 
uncertainty A d  was multiplied by the same factor 3 as in the case of 
the lattice parameter determination*
ul
V DISCUSSION
A : The lattice parameter
Table III and Fig# 10 can be interpreted as follows. The lattice 
parameter of the powder at 25>*C is significantly larger than the lattice 
parameter of the crystal fragments. This is probably due partly to the 
internal stresses in a distorted powder, and partly to the fact that the 
grains of a crushed and distorted powder contain more imperfections in 
their lattice than a single crystal. These imperfections should be 
interstitial atoms as the lattice parameter is increased#
The true lattice parameter of a silicon free from imperfections 
is probably close to the value found for the most perfect of the crystals
fragments studied# It can be taken as
o
a25 " 5.U302 + 0*0002 A.
Crystal V, although cut from Crystal A by means of a diamond saw, 
and then carefully etched down to a smaller diameter (about 0#07 mm#), 
has for unknown reasons a somewhat larger lattice parameter than Crystals 
III and IV.
The etching procedure itself as it should be, does net significantly 
change the lattice parameter#
B# The expansion coefficient
The average expansion coefficient obtained for the powder is 
°< - 2.5 x 10 6 / *0#
For a crystal, the average is 
2.9 x icT6/ °C, 
which is slightly larger#
However, the difference between these two values is not very 
significant. One can take as a mean value of the expansion coefficient
kz
between 11°C and 6l°C: = 2,7 x 10 6 / *C*
C* The macroacopic density
The etching procedure increases slightly the density of a crystal. 
This can be explained as follows: by breaking or savdng a crystal, dis­
locations, vacant sites, and even inicrocracks may be introduced on the sur­
face layer of the fragments. The air cannot be completely removed from 
these cracks, so that the heavy liquid cannot penetrate into the voids.
This makes the density of the crystal smaller than it really is. The etch­
ing procedure removes the distorted surface layer and leaves the more per­
fect core of a small crystal. The core, containing less cracks than the 
initial crystal, displays a larger density*
D. Calculation of n*
As mentioned on page 7, n# ■ vdN0 / A (1).
23 ($)
For Avogadro,s number, (6*0237 ± 0*0CQ3) x 10 (chemical scale)
(5)
was chosen$ for the atomic weight of silicon, 28*0875 ± O.OCCS g* 
was taken, and for the densities the values of page 39 were substituted^ 
the volume of a unit cell is, of course, the cube of the lattice parameter 
(see Table III)* The values calculated for n* are given in Table VI*
TABLE VI
Values of n9 for Si crystal fragments
Crystal 0 3 0 3 . 3 n* in atoms 11* 9 in atoms
type a in A v * a in A d in g/cm per unit cell per unit cell
III 5*10028 160*123 2.32870 7.9971 7.9975
IV 5.fc3030 160*130 2.32910 7*9985 7.9989
V 5.1*30148 160*11^6 2*32890 7*9986 7.9990
n”  was calculated using for Avogadro,s number * 6*C2liO x
23 (39) 
10
Each value of n* increased by O.OOOI4. This shows the influence of Avo~ 
gadro^s number on the value of n’.
Eo E rror c a lc u la t io n
The question remains as to whether the differences in n9 of Table 
VI and their deviations from the theoretical number n * 8 are significant 
or not# An answer can be supplied by the calculation of errors involved 
in all the measurements# These errors may be accidental and systematic.
An attempt to give an idea of the magnitude of the errors involved 
in n* calculation leads to the following equation:
2 g g  g g
(An» /n*) - (tx Av/v) ♦ (f2 Ad/d) + (f3 AM/M) + (f4 AN<,/No) (33)*
The error of the volume v, Av/v, equals 3 Aa/aj fx and f2 were taken equal 
to 3, while f3 and f4 were assumed to be 1# It was found that
for Crystal III, ( An*/n#) * 68 x 10
for Crystal IV, ( AnVn*)2 - 96 x icf
for Crystal v, ( AnVn*) - 128 x 10
The final results are thus as follows *
n» - 7*9971 * 0.0007III
n* « 7.9985 ♦ 0.0008
n* « 7.9986 ♦ 0.0009.V
The An* mentioned here represents an absolute accuracy as it in­
cludes all the systematic and accidental errors, such as the error due to 
inaccuracy of Avogadro's number# However, if one wants to compare the 
values of n* for the different crystal fragments, the systematic errors 
need not be taken into account, as they are the same# For example, the
error in N0 shifts n> as well as n* and n# • A comparison between
III IV V
two crystals involves cnly the reproducibility of the measurements, the 
random errors. Ihus (An9/n’) ■ (f6 Av/v) ♦ (f6 Ad/d) where f5 and
f6 are introduced to take into account the fact that all the crystals 
of a certain type do not have exactly the same lattice parameter and
kh
density as the crystal chosen for measurement. If it is assumed that
f5 = f6 * 2, the following results are obtained:
2 —10
for Crystal III (kn’/n*) = 18 x 10, , . .2 - 1 0
for Crystal IV (4n*/V) * 30 x 10
2 -10
for Crystal V (An'/n*) * 36 x 10
or, the n*, as affected only by the accidental errors for the three 
ciystal fragments is:
n* * 7.2971 t  0.0003
n * r y  * 7.998$ + O.OOOij.
* 7.9986 + 0#000$.
F. Soundness of silicon
All the calculated values of n* are significantly lower than 8. 
Thus the silicon crystal fragments chosen for investigation are not 
quite sound. They contain some imperfections# The fact that n* is 
smaller than 8 means that there are more vacant sites than interstitial 
atoms in the lattice.
3
On this basis, the number of voids per cm can be calculated: 
Crystal III contains (8 - 7.9971)/8, or 0.0i$ of voids, eqtdvalent to
16 3
2 #3 x 10 vacant sites per cm « Crystals IV and V have a significantly 
larger nf than Crystal III, so they are more perfect. The difference 
between n * ^  and n3 is not significant, so Crystal IV and Crystal V 
have about the same degree of perfection. Although they are the most 
perfect of the series, their lattices still contain about 0.02/6 vacant 
sites.
This investigation shows, therefore, that the crystals of Dr.
Dash, which were found dislocation free by the decoration method, contain
vacant sites according to the lattice constant and density method*
The presence of these vacant sites does not prove conclusively, however, 
the existence of dislocations in the crystals*
Although Crystal IV has a smaller lattice parameter than Crystal 
V, it has a larger density, so that the calculated values of n9 are not 
significantly different* Nevertheless, if an n* is calculated using the 
larger lattice parameter of Crystal V, and the larger density of Crystal 
IV, the value still does not exceed 8* n* is found to be 7*9993, which 
is not significantly lower than the value n’ . * 8 of a perfect crystal*
According to the values of n* found for the crystals, there are 
more cracks and vacant sites than should be in a perfect lattice* On 
the other hand, as the powders contain distorted grains as a result 
of crushing, it may appear strange that they have a larger lattice para­
meter than the (less distorted) crystals* This probably indicates that 
the grains of the powder contain more interstitial atoms, which were 
forced into position by the deformation process* However, these two 
results are not contradictory* An imperfect lattice probably contains 
not only mere vacant sites, but also more interstitial atoms than a 
perfect lattice* The results found for n5 simply show that the vacant 
sites are in excess*
Density measurements of the powder should be made, in order to 
have an idea of the soundness of the powders* The result should be much 
lower than that of the density of a crystal, so that the calculated n9 
would show a larger excess of vacant sites over the interstitials* But 
this is outside the scope of the present work.
1*6
VI SUMMARY
The main experimental results of this investigation are 
summarized in Table VII a
TABLE VII
The precision indicated is a precision of reproducibility at a confidence limit of $0%
0
&2S in A o(x 106 / *C djjg in g/cm n in atoms / unit cell
Powder I 5 #1*3083 + 0*00002 2*1 + 0*2
Fcwder II 5*1*3079 t C.00003 2*8 + 0.2
Crystal III 5*1*3028 + 0*00002 2*8 ±0.2 j 2*32871 ± 0*00008 
•2*32879 + 0*00008 
12.32870 + o.ooool* 
2̂*32859 ± 0.00009
7*9971 ± 0.0003
Crystal IV 5*1*3030 + 0*00003 3.1* + 0*3 [2.32910 ± 0.00002 7*9985 + C.OOOi*4̂
2.32911 ± 0*00011
Bar Bx 2.32870 ± 0.00001




Data for Graphical Indexing
Si Powder, Cu radiation,
Room temperature 23°C, Exposure 55 minutes
Front Reflection
Intensity vSt vSt St w m St









Sum 100*1049 100.1*53 1C0*U90 100.ij.6i*
b 9 in ram 31.655 52.719 62.1*90 76.956 85.066 97.912*
2 9 in degrees 28.1*82 1*7.1*32 56.230 69.21*5 76.5514 38.1014
2 2 2 
h + k 4* 1 3 8 11 16 19 21*
h, k, 1 111 220 3 H 1*00 331 1*22
Back Reflection
Intensity m m St m W w
Reading (in mm) 
Sura







k $ in mm 9U.371* 81.3U+ 73.216 58.i*Oi* 1*7.860 23.708
2 © in degrees 95-030 106.806 lUi.118 127.1*1*8 136.931* 158.667
2 2 2 
h + k f 1 2? 32 35 Uo U3 1*8
h, k, 1 333 hho 531 620 533 I M
Average sum of back reflection 30G*£0U 




Temperature 11.0*G , Exposure 120 M inutes
Film number 
Reading in nm 
Sum
1298
Front Reflection Back 177*683 168,326 65.921 130.U1U 139.768 U2.178 
308.097 308.09k 108.099
1299





1* # in mm 23.71*3 23.730
Circumference 308.096-108.099- 199.997 30li.2 87-10U.U36 - 19 9 .35 1
$ in degrees 10.681*66 10.68631
Sin © 0.982665 0.9826571
a in kx 5.U-9639 5.1*19685
a in A° 5.1*30587 5.1*30632
Temperature 21.0*0, Exposure 120 Minutes 
File number 1288 1289
Reading in mm
Front Reflection Back 








Sum 10U.3U0 10U.3U2 30U.1^2 297.729 297.733 97.576
Average 10U.3U1 297.731
U $ in mm 23.762 23.71*8
Circumference 30U.152-10U.3U1 - 199.311 297.731-97.876 - 199.855
$ in degrees 10.70306 10.691*22
Sin © 0.9826000 0.9826315
a in kx 5.U20000 5.1*19826
a in A° 5.1*3091*7 5.1*30771*
PONDER I
Temperature 3 1 .0 *0 , Exposure 12C M inutes
Film number 
Reading in mm 
Sum
1290
Front Reflection Back 
181.286 177*399 61.991 












4 t in mr> 23.750 23.753
Circumference 300,131-100.232 = 199.899 30li.C28-.lCii.305 - 199,723
$ in degrees 10.69281 10.70353
Sin Q 0*9826361 0.9826013
a in kX 5.1(19801 5.10-9993
0
a in A 5.130750 5.1*309111
KFiDEE I
Temperature 3l.0°C, Exposure 120 Minutes
Film number 








Front Reflection Back 
177.556. 168.166 65.882 
130.284 139.669 42,119 
307.81*0 307.835 108.001
Average 301.1*1*3 307.337
ii t in mm 23.730 23.763
Circumference 301.1*1*3-101.681, - 199.759 3C7.837-108o001 * 199*336
$ in degrees 10.69138 10.70213
Sin Q 0.9826407 0.9826059
a in kX 5.1*19776 5.1*19568
0
a in A 5.1*30725 5.1*30916
52
POWDER I
Tem perature 1*1.0 *C , Exposure 120 M inutes
Film number 





















1* $ in mm 23.765 23.768
Circumference 303*103-103*201 - 199.902 305.658-105*81*2 = 199*816
i in degrees 10.6991*3 10.70533
Sin 9 0.982611*5 0.9825955
a in kX 5.1*19920 5.1*20025
0
a in A 5.1*30868 5.1*30973
POWDER I
Temperature $1*0#C, Exposure 120 Minutes
Film number 





















1* $ in ran 23.781 23.796
Circumference 295.625-95.721 - 199.901* 308.563-108.336 «= 199.732
$ in degrees 10.70656 10.72256
Sin 9 0.9825915 0.9825396
a in kX 5.1*2001*7 5.1*20333
0
a in A 5.1*30995 5.1*31281
POWDER I
Temperature 6l*C°C, Exposure 120 Minutes
Film number 





















li in ram 23.777 23.776
Circumference 308.163-108.175 " 199.688 305.C12-105.388 • 199.621
$ in degrees 10.71637 10.71935
Sin 3 0.9825597 0.9825500 -
a in kX 5*1*20222 5.120276
0
a in A 5.131171 5.131221
POWDER I I





76.295 66.931 16U.605 28.982 38.363 1U0.815
1307
Front Reflection 17U.560 165.193 127.2U1 136.618
Back
62.681*38.912
Sum 105.277 105.2 91* 305.1*20 301.^01 301.811 101.596
Average 105.285 301.806
Circumference 305.U20-105.285 - 200.135 301.806-101.596 « 200.210
1* 1 in mm 23.790 23.772
$ in degrees 10.69830 10.68630
Sin © 0.9826183 0.9826571
a in kX 5.U19899 5.U19685
a in A# 5.U308U7 5.U30633
Film number 
Reading in ran 
Sum
Average 
l* i in ran 
Circumference 
i in degrees 
Sin © 
a in kX 
a in A°
POWDER II
emperature ll.C°C, Exposure 110 Minutes
1318
Front Reflection Back73.71*0 63.286 159.21*3
Zf-ife 31.596 135.5399U.881 91.882 291.782
9U.881
23.70U
















Tem perature 21*C®C, Exposure 155 M inutes
Film number 





















1* $ in mm 23.750 23.762
Circumference 301.51l-10i.5i0 « :200*001* 307.291-107.211 - 200.050
t in degrees 10.6872? 10.69023
Sin 3 0.982651*0 0.98261*1*5
a in kX 5.119702 5.119755




Front Reflection Back 
Reading in mm 71*71*1* 62.360 159*931 









Sum 96.236 96.216 296.102 102.071* 102.103 201.9#
Average 96.226 102.089
1* i in mm 23.760 23.715
Circumference 296.102-96.226 - 1?9.8?6 201.955-102.089 - 199.866
$ in degrees 10.69863 10.69211
Sin 9 0.9826172 0.9826371
a in kX 5.H9905 5.U9791
a in A® 5.130853 5.130712
POWDER I I
Tem perature l i l «0 °C ,  Exposure 1£0 M inutes
Film number 
Reading in mm 
Sum
1312
Front Reflection Back 
73*31*9 63.966 161*£7£ 











U $ in mm 23*797 23*791
Circumference 299.353-99.lO-8 - 199.935 303.373-103.355 - 200.018
# in degrees 10.71213 10.701*99
Sin © 0.9825735 0.9825966
a in kX £•1*2011*6 5.1*20019
0
a in A 5.1*31095 5.1*30967
POWDER II




Front Reflection Back 









Sum 9o.wl 96.066 295.91*3 9b.5oe 9l*.lt95 291.351
Average 96.071* 9U.501
1* $ in ram 23.783 23.807
Circumference 295.91*3-96.071* - 199.869 291i.351-91*.501 - 199.850
$ in degrees 10.70936 10o72119
Sin © 0.9825821* 0.98251*1*1
a in kX 5.1*20097 5.1*20309
0
a in A 5 .1*3101*6 5.1*31258
S7
POWDER I I
Tem perature 6 1 *0 °G, Exposure 1$0 M inutes
Film number 















Sum 100.863 100.662 300.901 101.576 ica.589 301.5©
Average 100.862 101.582
l* $ in mm 23.817 23.823
Circumference 300.901-100.862 * !200.039 301.559-101.582 - 199.977
$ in degrees 10.71556 10.72158
Sin © 0.982562U 0.98251*28
a in kX 
•
5.1*20208 5.1*20316
a in A 5.1*31157 5.1*31265
POWDER II
Temperature 6l.0*C, Exposure 150 Minutes
Film number 


















l l l , ^
301.6U8
Average 10U.3l»9 101.780
1* $ in mm 23.81*1 23.818
Circumference 30l*.371-10l*.3l*9 - 200.022 3bl.6l48-lOl.78O * 199.868
i in degrees 10.72727 10.72518
Sin © 0.982521(3 0.9825311
a in kX 5.1(201)18 5.1(20380
e
a in A 5.1*31367 5.1*31329
53
Temperature 11.0*C, Exposure 1*> Minutes 
Film number 1339 131*0
CRYSTAL I I I
Reading in mm 
Sum
Front Reflection Back 
60.983 59.1*10 157.011 











1* t in mm 23*662 23.672
Circumference 290.360-90.3iil * 200*019 299.960-99.91*1 - 200.019
t in degrees 10.61*689 10.65139
Sin 9 0.982781*1* 0.9827700
a in kX 5.1*18983 5.1*10063
0
a in A 5.1*29930 5.1*30010
Temperature 21.0°C, Exposure 1$ Minutes
Film number 
Reading in mm 
Sum
131*1
Front Reflection Back 
65.098 63.531* 161.11*2 












U $ in um 23.701* 23.7C0
Circumference 298.580-98.581* - 199.996 298^0-98.310 - 200.1it0
$ in degrees 10*66701 10.65751*
Sin © 0.9827196 0.9827501
a in kX 5.1*1931*1 5.1*19173
0
a in A 5.1*30288 5.1*30120
55
CRYSTAL i n

















Sum 102.375 102.31*6 302.733 98.636 298.719
Average 102*360 98.636
htf in mm 23.763 23*737
Circumference 302.733-102.360 * 200.373 298.719-98.636 « 200.083
t in degrees 10.6731*1* 10.67722
Sin © 0.9826982 0.9826865
a in kX 5.1*191*59 5.U9523
0
a in A 5.l30l*06 5.1*301*70
Temperature l*l*0*C, Exposure 20 Minutes 














Sum 107.077 107.01*7 307.020 108.555 10§.561 306.539
Average 107.062 108.558
U $ in mm 23.728 23*707
Circumference 307*020-107.062 = 199.958 308.539-108.558 - 199.981
t in degrees 10.67981* 10.66915
Sin © 0.9826780 0.9827126
a in kX 5.1*19570 5.1*19379
0
a in A 5.1*30517 5.1*30327
6C
CRYSTAL I I I
Tem perature 51 *0 *0 , Exposure 15 m inutes
Film number 




















U $ in mm 23.757 23.725
Circumference 303.1*97-103.1*21* - 200.073 301.675-101.798 - 199.877
t in degrees 10.68675 10.682819
Sin 9 0.9826557 0.982668ij.
a in kX 5.1*19693 5.1*19623
0
a in A 5»l;306ia 5.1*30571
Temperature 6l.C°C, Exposure 15 Minutes 
Film number 13 U5 13U6



















U t in mm 23.763 23.761*
Circumference 30ii.293-l0li.308 - !199.985 301.911*-101,996 - 199.918
$ in degrees 10.691*15 10.69819
Sin 9 0.9826317 0.9826186
a in kX 5.1*19825 5.1*19898
0
a in A 5.1*30773 5.U308U6
61
CRYSTAL IV
Tem perature U .O °C ,  Exposure 30 M inutes
Film number 





















it $ in ran 23.668 23.686
Circumference 306.186-106.11*0 - 200.01*6 297*832-97.760 * 200*072
$ in degrees 10.61*815 10.6£i*86
Sin Q 0.9827801* 0.9827910
a in kX 5.1*19005 5.1*1891*7
0
a in A 5.1*29952 5.1*29891*
Temperature 2£.0°C, Exposure 30 Minutes . .
Film number 




61* .681 63.121* 
















1* j in iron 23.731* 23.727
Circumference 297.91*0-97.761 « 200.179 303.127-102.999 * 200.128
jt in degrees 10.67075 10.67032
Sin 0 0.9827071* 0.9827063
a in kX 54*191*08 5.1*191*00
0
a in A 5.1*30355 5.1*3031*7
CRYSTAL IV
Tem perature l i l .0 °C ,  Exposure 30 M inutes
Film number 





















ii # in mm 23.750 23.773
Circumference 295.2ljO-95.Cli2 = 200.198 302.039-101.925 - 200.11U
t in degrees 10.67693 10.69176
Sin 0 0.9826871* 0.9826395
a in kX 5.1*19518 5.1*19782
0
a in A 5 •ii30l|66 5.1*30729
Temperature 6l.0°C, Exposure 30 Minutes
Film number 




















U $ in mm 23.775 23.759
Circumference 296.655-96.678 * 199.977 301*.771-101*.950 - 199.821
$ in degrees 10.69998 10.70113
Sin 9 0.9826129 0.9826082
a in kX 5.1*19929 5.1*19955
0
a in A 5.1*30878 5.1*30901*
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CRYSTAL V
Tem perature 11 «0 *C , Exposure 25 M inutes
Film number 11+86
Front Reflection Back 
Reading in mm 65*1+1+3 161*568
33.755 137.81+7
Sum 997198 299.1+15
1+ $ in mm 23.721
Circumference 299.1+15-99*198 - 20C.217 
$ in degrees IO066288
Sin © 0.9827329






Front Hefleetion Back 
68.273 16U.230
36.598 11*0.586
10li .876 301*. 86^
23.691*





Temperature 21*0°C, Exposure 30 Minutes
Film number 11+79
Front Reflection 







23.71+61+ $ in mn
Circumference 303.621+^103.331+ * 200.290 
$ in degrees 10.67023
Sin © 0.9827091














303.552-103.31*7 " 200.205 





Tem perature 3 l*0 °C , Exposure 30 M inutes
Film nuntoer 11*77
Front Reflection Back 
Reading in rm 61*.059 160.C71
32 «1*11 136.352
Sum 96.1+70 2%. 1*23
1* $ in mm 23.719
Circumference 296.1*23-96<.i*70 * 199.993
$ in degrees
Sin Q


















Temperature 61.0*0, Exposure 1*0 Minutes
Film number 11*72
Front Reflection 







23-7761* l6 in ram
Circumference 29l*.350-9l*.358 " 199.992 
j6 in degrees 10.69963
Sin © 0.9826139
11*73





295.09S-91*.995 - 2CO .100 
10.701*20 
0.9325992
a in kX 5.U19923 5-1*20001*
a in A 5.1*30872 5.1*30952
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Calibration of the pycnometer
The volume of the pycnometer at 25, 30, 35 and 2*0°C, was calculated from 
the weight of the distilled water which it was filledwith# Three runs 
were made at each temperature#
TABLE IX
Calibration of the pycnometer
Temperature 25 30 35 140
IT. Run number 1 
WT Run number 2 


















(Water weight) U.1337 2**1282 1*.1218 1*.111*6
tt - w_ + c*ooii2 c i 1*.1379 l*.132l* 1*.1260 1*.1188
(38)
dt 0.997071* 0.995676 0,991*051* 0.99221*5
vt " Wc/dt Ui5cd* 1*.15035 1*.15C68 ll.l5099
The volume of the pycnometer can be interpolated into a straight 
line versus temperature, as 3hown in Fig# 8#
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_  n
The average of the X is X * J  X. / n * 35*3°C«
i i-i 1
_ n
The average of the Y. is Y * T  YJ / n * 5*1*30913.
1 i«i 1
From equation (19), b * 39l*02.ij. / 351*2.86 * 11.1
From equation (21), s* - 1232IU* / 12 - 102703* s = 101
D eterm in a tion  o f  the l a t t i c e  param eter o f  KMDER I
(S ee  a ls o  T a b le  X )
From equation (22), s, - 102703 / 351*2*86 - 2.89890
t X a - 0.695 X 1.71 * 1.19*
0.5b,- 12 °
Therefore, from equation (23), b * 11*1 + 1.2.
Thus the expansion coefficient < follows from equation (2l|):
C( ̂ (2.05 + 0.22) x lo’6 / °C, or 4(»(2»1 ♦ 0.2) x 10~6 / °C«
Prediction interval for a temperature X0 * 25®C 
b(X0 - X) - 11.1 x (25 - 35*3) " -120 
and from equation (25) Y0 ■ 5*1*30793 
and for this case,
n
1/n ♦ (X0 - X)2 / £  (Xi - X)2 l/U* + 106.1/35U3 * 0.318
—6 O
t w x s„ x 0*313 * 0.695 x 101 x 0*318 * 22.0.50, 12 E
Therefore, from equation (26), Y0 * a25 * 5*1*30793 £ 22 x 10 A is found.
-6
Adding to this value the refraction correction 1|0 x 10 (see p. 19 )
0
a25 -  5*i*3083 ± 0.00002 A . i s  o b ta in ed .
67
xi Yi
_ 0 1 
(Y^-Y) in A x 10
11 5.1*30587 - 326
11 5*430632 - 281
21 5.1*3091*7 + 031*
21 5.1*30771* » 139
31 5.1*30750 -163
31 5-1*3091*1 + 028
31 5.1*30725 - 188
31 5 *1*30916 + 003
1*1 5.1*30868 - ol*5
1*1 5.1*30973 + 060
51 5.1*30995 + 082
51 5.1*31261 + 368




1 2 1 %
+ 3 11
TABLE X POWDER I
v * (Xi-X)(Yi-T) (x^x)
—2i*»3 + 79218 
+ 68283
5901*9
-llt.3 - 1*362 
+ 19887
201*1*9






+0S7 - 2565 
+ 31*20
321*9












, A  
(YrY
* 4



































The average of the X. is X « Z  X. / n ■ 36°C.
1 i'1 1
— n
The average of the Y. is Y B Z Y . / n *  5*1*30913*
1 i*i 1
From equation (19), b « 90275 / 6000 ** 15*0
From equation (21), s* « 252355/H* * 18025, s£ * 131*
2
From equation (22), s * 18025/6000 * 3.001*
D eterm in a tion  o f  th e  l a t t i c e  param eter o f  PONDER I I
(S e e  a ls o  T a b le  X I )
t x s * 0.692 x 1.733 - 1*20.
0.50, ik h
Therefore, from equation (23) , b * 15 + 1*2.
Thus the expansion coefficient 0( follows from equation (21*):
(2.$7i 0.28 x 10~6 / *C, or (2.8 ± 0.2) x 10~6 / °C.
Prediction interval for a temperature X0 " 25°C 
b(X0 - X) * 15 x (25 - 36) - -165 
and from equation (25) Y 0 * 5*1*3071*8
X/n ♦ (X0 - i f  / Z  (Ij " X)2 
i-i 1
t^ x s x 0.287 * 0.692 x 13i* x 0.287 * 26.6.0.50, 11* E -6 0
Therefore, from equation (26), Y0 * â s * 5*1*3071*8 + 27 x 10 A is found.
-6
Adding to this value the refraction correction 1*0 x 10
o
aae ■ 5*li3079 t 0.00003 A .  i s  o b ta in ed .
l A 6  ♦ 121/60CG * 0.287
TABLE XI POWDER II
. —  0 6
(Xj- X K Y j-T)
_ 2 b(Xt-X) A A Axi xi (Yj-Y) in A x 10 v x (Xj-X) Ti V Ti (y
11 5.1*3081*7 - 066 -25 + 1650 625 -376 5.1*30537 +310 96100
11 5.1*30633 - 280 + 7000 +096 9216
11 5.1*30379 - 531* -25 +13350 625 -376 5.1*30537 -158 21*961*
11 5.1*30312 - 6oi +15025 -225 50625
21 5.1*30650 - 263 -15 + 391*5 225 - 226 5.1*30687 -037 1369
21 5.1*30703 - 210 + 3150 +016 256
31 5.1*30853 - 060 - 5 + 300 25 - 075 5.1*30838 +015 225
31 5.1*3071*2 - 171 + 855 -096 9216
lil 5.2*31095 + 182 + 5 + 910 25 + 075 5 *1*30988 +107 1 1 1*1*9
h1 5.1*30967 + 051* + 270 —021 1*1*1
51 5.1*3101*6 ♦ 133 +15 +1995 225 + 226 5.1*31139 -C93 861*9
51 5.1*31258 + 31*5 + 5175 +119 11*161
61 5.1*31157 + 21*1* +25 + 6100 625 + 376 5.1*31289 -132 171*21*
61 5.1*31265 * 352 + 8800 -021* 576








Determination of the lattice parameter of CRYSTAL IV 
(See also Table XII)
n
The average of the X is X * 2l X / n * 3U.5°C.
1 i*i 1
__ n
The average of the Y^ is Y * t Yi / n * 5*ii30UUl*
i*1
From equation (19), b - 519U0.5/277U - 18.7
From equation (21), s* * 70905/6 * 11817.5, 3 » 109® E
From equation (22), s * 11817*5/2771; * i;.26
b
t_ ' , x s. - 0.718 x 2.06 - 1 .1(8.C,5o, 6 o
Therefore, from equation (23), b c 13*7 ± 1*5.
Thus the expansion coefficient <K follows from equation (21;)s
M»0 0
°(- (3.US + 0.27) X 10 / *C, car (3.U ± 0.3) x 10~ / *C.
Prediction interval for a temperature X0 * 25°C 
b(X0 - X) - 18.7 (25 - 3U.S) ■ -178 
and from equation (25) T0 * 5.U30263 
and for this case,
— 2 n — 2
1/n + (X0 - X) / Z  (Xt - X) 1/8 + 90.2S/277U - 0.397
-6 0
t x s x 0*397 * 0.718 x 109 x 0*397 * 3 1.0#
0*50, 6 E
Therefore, from equation (26), Y0 * a25 ** 5.U30263 + 31 x 10 A is found.
-6
Adding to this value the refraction correction 1*0 x 10 (see p* 19)
0
a^g * 5.1i3C30 ± 0.00003 A. is obtained.
TABLE X U CRYSTAL IV
xi Yi (Y -Y) in A x 106 v " (xi-x)(Y1-r)
11 $.1*299$2 - 1*89 -23.$ +111*91$ $$22$
11 $.1*29891* - $1*7 +1285U5
25 $.1*303$$ - 086 - 9.5 + 8170 902$
25 $.1*3031*7 - 091* + 8930
ia 5O-30U66 + 025 + 6.5 + 1625 1*22$
ia $.1*30729 + 288 ♦18720
61 $.1*30878 ♦ 1*37 +26.5 ♦115805 7022$
61 $.1*30901* +U63 +122695




y .-y 4i i
A
W





















The average of the X. is X « T  X,- / n » 31*C*
T . -Li»i
n
The average of the ^  is Y * Yi / n - 5«l;30521o
i*i
From equation (19), b * 3791*0/2800 ■ 13*5
From equation (21), s* = U6273/6 ■ 7712, se =88
2
From equation (22), sfe * 7712/2800 - 2#75U
t x s * 0»?l5 x 1*65 * 1.18#
0*50, 6 L
Therefore, from equation (23)> b * 13*5 + 1*2*
D eterm in a tion  o f  th e  l a t t i c e  param eter o f  CRYSTAL V
(S e e  a ls o  T a b le  X I I I )
Thus the expansion coefficient 0( follows from equation (2l+)s
(2.1*9 *0.22) x 10 / °C, or (2.5 * 0.2) x 10~6 / “C. 
Prediction interval for a temperature X© 13 25®C 
b(X0 - X) - 13*5 x (25 - 31) “ -81 
and from equation (25) Y0 ■ 5»k30l4*0 
and for this case,
f 2 n




1/8 + 36/2800 • 0.371
t x s x 0.371 - 0.718 x 88 x 0.371 - 23.1*.
0.50, 6 E  ̂ _6 0
Therefore, from equation (26), Y0 • aa5 ■ 5.1*301*1*0 ♦ 21* x 10 A ia found.
-6
Adding to this value the refraction correction JjO x 10 (see p* 19)
0
&2g *  5 «i;30li8 + 0#00002 A # is  o b ta in ed .
TABLE XIII CRYSTAL V
_  O ° 2 / X A A
x i \ (Y.-Y) in A x 10 x.-x1 (x1-x)(r1-x) (xr x) b(X±-X) Y.1 V Ti (Yr V
11 5.1*30211* - 307 - 20 + 6li*0 1*00 - 271 5. iO02$0 -036 1296
11 5.1*30213 - 308 + 6160 -037 136s
21 5.1*3031*5 -176 - 10 ♦ 1760 100 - 135 5 .1*30386 -ol*i 1681
21 S.U30563 -K)l*2 - 1*20 +177 31329
31 5.1*30l*U9 - 072 0 0 0 0 5 .1*30521 -072 5181*
31 5.1*30563 +0U2 0 +01*2 1761*
61 5.1*30372 + 351 + 30 +10530 900 + 1*06 5.1*30927 -055 3025
61 5.1*30952 + 1431 +12930 +025 625





of density of Crystal I H
Run number 1 2 3 1*
Temperature 28.51 28,56 28.63 28.65
f 18.395U 18*3950 18.391*5 18.3965
9.6610 9.6606 9.6601 9.6621
Wc 9.661*5 9.661*1 9.6636 9.6656
V
t
1**15026 1**15026 1* #15027 1*.15027
dt 2*32865 2.32855 2.3281*3 2.32851
d26 “ \ 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007
d26 “ Zi 2.32872 2.32862 2.328^0 2.32898
zi - f
Average Z ** 2*32871 
♦ 1 - 9 - 21 + 27
(Zj - z)2 1 81 1*1*1 729
According to equations (30) and (32),
s2 - L  (Z, - Z)2 / n(n - 1) - 1252/12 - 10li.33. 
Z l”1
Then t s ** 0*765 x 10*2 * 7*8.
0*50, 3 2
Thus from equation (31)
djB -  2.32871 ♦ C.00C08
TABLE XV
Determination of density of Crystal IIIb
Run number 1 2 3 1*
Temperature 30o 55 30 .36 30.58 30 .59
wr 18.3956 18.3970 18.3950 18.3958





Uol5039 6.15033 i*.l5039 6.15039
dt 2.32862 2,32897 2.3281*8 2.32867
d26 -  dt OoCCOll C.00C11 0.00011 O.COOll
d26 " \ 2.32873 2.32908 2.32859 2.32878
Average z - 2.32879
Zi - 2 -  6 + 29 -  20 - 1
( z ± -  2)" 36 8ia 1*00 1
According to equations (3C) and (3 2 ) ,
2 n
s .  z . (2 - z ')“ / n(n -  1 ) -  12 7 8 /12  -  10 6 .
Z  i « l 1
Then *0 . 50 , 3 s_ ■ 0.765 x 10*3z
* 7 *9 •
Thus from equation (31)
dgg * 2*32879 + C.000C3
t a b l e xv i
Determination of density of Crystal IIIC
Run number 1 2 3 u
Temperature 2b .56 22;*63 2l*»71 21;. 79
wf 18.3955 18.3950 18.3953 18. 39U5
wx 5.6611 9.6606 9.6609 9.6601
nC 9 *6 6)4.6 9.66^1 9.6614; 9.6636
Vt
h*l< 0 0 1 U.15001 1;.15002 U.15002
d t 2.32881 2.32869 2.32876 2.32857
^ 6  “ dt “0.00001 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.00000
d25 * 2.32880 2.32368 2.32875 2.328*7
Average Z * 2.32870
z - zi + 10 - 2 + 5 - 13
(2i - Z) 100 k 25 169




n _ 2 
5L (Z - Z) / n(n 
i*x 1
-1) - 298 / 12 - 2l».8.
Then t ,0«50,
3 s_ « 0.765 x 5.00 .CO*1
Thus from equation (31)
d25 - 2.32870 ± 0.00001;
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TABLE XVII
Determination of density of Crystal III,a
Run number 1 2 3 h S
Temperature 32*63 32.79 33.18 33.21 33.21
W f 18.3285 18.3269 18.3251* 18*3266 18.3272
P.6623 9.6607 9.6592 9.660U 9.6610
W c 9*6658 9.66U2 9.6627 9.6639 9.661t5
v t ii.15052 U.1S05U 1*.15056 U.1S056 k.15056
dt 2.32881 2.328i;2 2.32805 2 .3283)11 2.3281*8
d 26 “ dt 0.C0015 0.00016 0.00017 C.00017 0.00017
d 25 = 2.32896 2.32858 2.32822 2.32851 2.32865
Average Z * 2.32859
z± - z + 37 - 1 - 37 - 8 + 6CMl4̂1•HtSJ 1369 1 1369 6U 36
According to equations 
2 n
“ Z  (z,
Z i-i
(30) and (32),
- z)/ n(n - 1) - 2839/20 - ltj2.
Then t0*50, 1|




Thus from equation (31)
d25  * 2*32859 + 0.C0C09
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TABLE XVIII
Determination of density of Crystal IV^
Run number 1 2 3 k 5 6
Temperature 27,23 27.35 28.28 28.19 28.55 30.00
wf 16,3295 18*3307 18.3281 18.3300 18*3272 13.327k
\ 9*6633 9.66U5 9.6619 9.6638 9.6610 9.6612
wC 9*6668 9.6680 9.665k 9.6673 9.66U5 9.66k?
v t U*15018 1^15019 1*.15025 k.l502k b.15026 k.15035
dt 2.32925 2*32953 2,32887 2.32933 2.32865 2.32865
■̂25 “ o.ocoou 0.00005 0 .0 0 0 0 7 0.00006 0*00007 0.00010
^26 “ ^i 2*32929 2*32958. 2.3289k 2.32939 2*32872 2.32875
Average Z - 2.32911
Zi —  z + 13 ♦ hi - 17 28 - 39 - 36
(Z, - z ) 2 32i; 2209 28 9 78k 1521 1296
According to equations (30) and (32),
s2 * S  (Z - Z)* / n(n - 1) - 61*23/30 - 21i|* 
Z i*i 1
Then t s * 0*727 x lli«6 * 10*6*
0*50, 5 z
Thus from equation (31)
d2e * 2*32911 ± 0*0C011
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TABLE XIX
Determination of density of Crystal B f
Run number 1 2 3
Temperature 30.91 30.90 30.92
xtr
f 18.3272 18.3273 18.3272
wi 9.6610 9.6611 9.6610
9.661*5 9.661*6 9.661*6
v t U.150U1 i*.lS0l*l l*.l£0l*2
dt- 2.32857 2.328^9 2.328^8
d2e - \ 0.00012 0.00012 0.00012
^25 ~ ^ 2.32369 2.32871 2.32870
Average Z = 2.32870
z. - Z 1 - 1 1 0
(Zt - z )2 1 1 0
According to equations (30) and (32),
2 £  S_ * z
Z i-i 
Then *0.50, 2
—  2 /(Z± - Z) / n(n -
s ■ 0.816 x 0.57 *
7
1 ) - 2/6 
0.U7 •
- 0.33*
Thus from equation (31)
•̂25 2 .32870  + 0.00001
TABLE XX
Determination of density of Crystal Vd.
Run number 1 2 3 a
Temperature 29*13 29.20 29.27 29*a5
13*3278 18*3281 13.3279 18*3282
\ 9*6616 9*6619 9.6617 9*6620
Wc 9*6651 9*6651* 9.6652 9*6655
v t U*15030 1**15031 U.15031 a*!5032
dt 2*32877 2*32881* 2.32879 2.32886
das “  dt
0.00C03 0*00003 0.00009 0.00009
^26 ~ 2*32885 2.32392 2.32888 2.32895
Average Z - 2*32890
|!SJ1•H
03 - 5 + 2 - 2 ♦ $
(Zi - z )2 25 a h 25
According to equations (30) and(32),
2 n 
». “ £  (Z. 
Z i*i 1
- Z) / n(n -- 1 ) - 58/12 “ U.83.
Then t s * 0*765 x 2.2 = 1.68*
0*50, 3 2
thus from equation (3 1)
c^g * 2.32890 ± 0«00002
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Progr^ Tirritten for the digital computer 
Statistical study of the function
(X, X i)  /  [<Xi ♦ x » )  -  CTx + y 8 )]
80008063
hOOO pi6^6 zOCOl p2p36 z85CO 18388 \1k3 3 2 hkC2Q P3383 
"8Co2 18388 118332 li4021 p568G -28532 r8388 118332






zOOCO zOOOO ,’CjCCOCCQ zCICO zC’C32 > 1CCCC0CC >20000000 .06000000 , 1 
> 08588^00 >03110200 ,012^9800 >02233600 SOI60 $CObb ,04389736 ,03111'^ff 
>012^000 >02236-36 >03301^36 >06lf8q£t ,Cv2kJ72f zOOCO >CC07%kC -l8C2C 
68001 t8062 18-028 1-88CO ubhCO zOCOO zOOCO
8056 38037 18051 ail-025
81008163
8100 18026 18025 08026
8106 18025 08026 28033
8ll6 18021 c8c28 l8026
8128 18021 1-8089 U.4C40
8132 i8ccS 78089 u 82C0
8180 08025 08025 1-8053
8l 88 18003 78055 .18051
8156 1-6012 ucCCO z0009
82008263
8200 18080 a8c8i 1:8c82l.ooO‘-rCL'G 38038 08083 I8C88
|̂ A*l £~?cLx\j z86oo 18088 r,8029
8228 18023 s8ooi 18229
8232 18027 18031 pi6o6
8280 P3812 zOC-13 p82l8
8288 P5S2C 18085 1:8029
8256 pl620 ZCC29 18022
85008363
850 c 18359 18360 pA^ox
8308 u6000 zOCOO 18263






































38082 18083 18039 
uoOOO zOOCO plo51 
18211 a8C01 y8211
18216 y8 211 18022
zC0C9 pC8lO zOOll 
Z0017 P151S Z0019 
roC12 ucOOC zOCOO 
c8c86 18088 38600


















18086 1-6012 116000 zoocc 18 2 16 78263 08085 u 83 3 5
C6336 nOC-37 10038 pl639 r.8385 18386 08389 18388
18387 18386 08350 a838-7 u 8GC6 zCOCl z00C3 zCOCO
>5CCCCCC0 ZO38G Z0015 zCCCC >80000020 18028 U8052 08085 
pl62c ZOC29 U4CCC >0C0Cs51f >C08000CO > Cl6f38CO . > 6j2q.fq.qG zC0C8
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